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About This Game
GamePlay: Survive as long as possible in an unknown world. Find energy packs and guns to stay alive and fight aliens.
Features:
• Weapons: 5 futuristic weapons to ad you in your fight against aliens
• Survive: Survive as long as possible in an alien world
• FPS: AlienSurvival is a first person shooter
• Energy: Energy decays overtime. Pick up energy packs or kill aliens for more energy
• HardCore: No save/load, no hp or armor ui, and no checkpoints
• KillCount: Keep track of aliens killed
• World: Your trapped on an alien world. Your only goal is to stay alive
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Title: AlienSurvival
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
BeconGamesCorp
Publisher:
BeconGamesCorp
Release Date: 15 Feb, 2018

a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10
Processor: Intel Dual-Core 2GHz or AMD Dual-Core 2GHz
Memory: 4 GB RAM
Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 400 series or AMD Radeon HD 6000 series, 1GB Video Card (Minimum Shader Model 2.0)
Storage: 1 GB available space
Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Sound Card with latest drivers

English
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The game is HARD
+ Gameplay
+ Level up system
+ Story
+ Athmosphere
+ Graphic Style
- Some combat mechanics need improvement
- Stamina cost for roll
- Cannot interrupt attacks
EDIT:
Another thing on the plus side
+ the developer is active and responsive to sugestions. the only downside is the combat, if they fleshed that out more than "one
barracks = one squad", it'd be better. the game forces you to play left handed, or right handed using the left controller... very
weird. mildly unpleasant on a game that i would otheriwse like. An intriguing idea, poorly executed. I thought the mannequins
kind of a neat though.
Cons:
- VR part is really queasy
-- Needs a fixed rotate option
-- aliasing is really really bad for some reason. And the particle effects are oddly wavy.
-- The forced artificial movement is a big no-no in VR. Use Touch\/Vive wands or don't move at all.
- Gameplay isn't really true puzzles. More just collecting random items for no particular reason.. The game punishes you
constantly with no-win situations. I am sick of tired of this game resetting my progress every 30 minutes every time I fail to
guess the correct outcome for it's stupid encounters. Not only that, but it also decides you lose a point of max health- making it
even more difficult to continue playing.
I spent real money on all other three parts only to reach a rage inducing and poorly designed fourth part. This game tricks you
and makes you feel like an idiot. The only good moments in this part are the parts where you don't play the game. Every time
the game challenges you, you have to guess these character's intentions. I literally walked into a room and died instantly. No
clues or anything.
I put on someone's cloak and died. Okay, maybe I shouldn't have trusted them. I guess that's my fault. Why are there people
standing in the middle of a crowded area instantly killing people? I don't know. These people shoot fire out of their eyes and kill
me instantly for lying to them about a small thing. Every time I die I lose a stamina point. Every time I die I have to decide if it's
worth wasting my time to redo the things I just did. As soon as the game earns my trust back, it breaks it again. Have fun
redoing the last 15 minutes! What if something I did was important? I met someone- will they help me later if I don't redo
everything? Who knows. I don't. The game has no intention of telling me. So once again I'm in the middle of a stupid alleyway
with 16 health points, down from twenty.
You need those health points- too. That's a powerful spell and a weak spell I could cast- things I could potentially use to get me
out of a future encounter.
If the game lets you use that spell at all- or in the way you intended too. There's WAL and FOF. Wal creates a magical barrier in
one direction, a wall. FOF creates a magical barrier 360 degrees. Clearly FOF is a better spell in every way. And yet, when
surrounded by people in a street who want to kill me for literally no reason, I can only cast WAL. I cast it two block out two
people, and fully intended to cast another spell and kill the guy behind me. But no, the game only lets me walk away or taunt the
people behind the wall- and then accuses me of forgetting the third guy.
Well, screw you, game. I hate being your stupid toy to play around with.
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I'm here to tell you not the buy the other three parts. As good as they are, your hours and hours of free time will come to
nothing- unless you want to slog through hours and hours more of rage inducing repeition and helplessness.

EDIT: Well...I beat the game.
My review still stands.
The ending was incredibly unsatisfying- and there were some things I had to do to get the best ending. I'm not even sure what
the best ending is. A God even tells me I have brought a great peace by saving the day- but no. Not really.
Because when I die of old age, my character will go right back to where he was. Probably with one less max stamina. Because
he's cursed with an infuriating checkpoint system. Screw that. All that hard work and the game tells me to go
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 myself. "But you dread the day you die, and return to the Archmage's castle..." Screw you!
What was even the point, game? Why didn't you just tell me to give up?
I have to do a challenge run of part three to get the best ending. Who told me that? No one. Nobody at all. Way to make me
regret my purchase even more- all of my game time and money wasted, and I don't even get a 'happily ever after'? My character
could live a full and happy life, but he's stuck in a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing time loop- like this was an artsy movie meant
to teach me a lesson.
All I learned is that I'm glad gamebooks are out of business- because they sucked.. It could've been FLACs :(. Probably the
funnest of the little $2 story packs; hell I think I like it better than the Batgirl one, too. I recommend picking this one up if none
of the others; it's just a really, really fun time.. Really fun game, it's not easy though. The gameplay matches perfectly with the
essence of the game, if you want to succeed you gotta rush. You need to run, you have to dodge enemies and kill them at the
same time. Nice graphics and music, they bring a cute and indie vibe to the game, what makes it fun, enjoyable and beautiful,
besides being challenging. Really well-made game. Great job!
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Best waifu Tenshi returns in this.. Where to start here...i'm old enough to have played Kick Off (Super Kick Off on the Master
System but also KO2 on WinUAE) as well as Sensible Soccer in various versions and i wonder: Why does this get compared to
those games?
I bought this game quite a while ago, the updates are rare and the gameplay just isn't even up to Kick Off 2 levels, let alone
Sensible Soccer where you had full control of your team, could set up formations and had to juggle players to avoid the dreaded
red X and hoping to get a green mark which. This is not available here, the only thing you have is a basic formation option like
3-3-2, 4-4-2, 4-4-2 diamond, 5-3-2 and the likes but you can't chose your players. There are no substituions either and
apparently every team just has 11 players with skills you never see.
The gameplay is very basic on the likes as, as the store page correctly says Microprose Soccer or Tekhan Soccer, nothing fancy,
you can't do headers or bicycle kicks. Shooting in high passes to the penalty arey results in some weird shots.
If i had to make a comparison, and i really played a ton of football games (and my faves are still ISS Deluxe, Super Sidekicks 3,
Action Soccer, the Nekketsu games on the NES and the few good FIFAs and PESs in between) this really reminds me of World
Cup Italia '90 on the Mega Drive\/Genesis, though even there players at least could do bicycle kicks and you were able to
control the goalie.
The only gamemodes are friendly match, a season (ends after 1, no cups, nothing) and challenge which is some leaderboard
stuff, you play against the CPU which gets better game after game until you lose, you get a score, that's it)
The graphics are basic and they don't have the cuteness Sensible Soccer (or some of its clones like Football Glory\/Fussball
Total from CroTeam) has nor does it look good. You also never see any crowd or the stadium, let alone gags like, again Football
Glory had, like the streakers, or a dog chasing the refeere or things like that.
Sound is sparse.
You can change the controls at least but again, the buttons in the menus don't change if you use a gamepad. I changed the
controls so shooting is X, Passing is A but while the buttons do their functions, i still get shown B for leaving a menus (which is
now mapped on X) which is really amateur.
Honestly, instead of getting this, get Sensible World of Soccer 96\/97 on gog for half the price, it's still way more awesome, has
a manager mode, tons more teams, tons more playmodes, better gameplay, there's a reason why that game still gets season
updates from the community.. I am really knew to VR, I thought it would be about watching sport and playing action games,
until I put on my Vive and\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665my pants while playing this.
I'm not a big fan of horror, though the attention to detail in this game made it enjoyable just to walk around. That is, at least,
until the monster of the game starting stalking me up and down the hallways as I tried to finish the game's puzzle.
The game is pretty short, can easily be done in 30-45 minutes in a single playthrough. I think most people will not finish the
game due to its creepiness, not its difficulty. I'd reccomend this game be played at daytime with a bunch of mates, competing to
see who can finish the game fastest without screaming like a little girl or boy.
THAT, is the real challenge in this game.
. Nice DLC but the black mask is not included in the DLC.. The only good DLC in the whole game.
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